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tonality masks are powerful and quite a new concept in photoshop. unlike layer masks, tonality masks are used to blend layers in such a way that the layer remains in the final output. this blog explains how to create tonality masks in photoshop. [ a good thing about tonality masks panel are that its true tonality and vibrance masks, which means that you can layer tonality and vibrance separately. you can also create displacement maps for your luminosity masks. this is a feature that i wouldnt want to live without. creating tonality masks is easy and it just takes one click to create them from your image. however you need to choose what kind of tonality you want for the masked part of the image and
that is when they get really interesting. as i already said tonality masks are really powerful because you can blend your images pixel by pixel and layer them on top of each other so you can achieve really spectacular results. the tonality masks panel also allows you to use two pixels of a similar tonality to create a new tonality, which you can even see in the picture below. another cool thing is that you can create diffuse gradients from regular tonality that are different for highlights, shadows and midtones. this sounds weird at first but its really fun and it allows you to create a lot of different effects and ways to achieve the same results. the tonality masks panel also helps you create interesting lighting

effects that can enhance your images. the picture below shows a starry night sky with the moon in the background that i created without the tonality masks panel. however, using the tonality masks panel allowed me to achieve the same result in just two clicks.
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it also has an email template that you can use to send images to him, if you want him to create for you a luminosity mask that you can apply to any of the images you send. if you have a question you can send him a message as well, and he`ll answer you without fail. in my case i sent him a couple of pictures and right away he replied back
with the masks you can use in photoshop, making me so happy! tonality masks are powerful but they can take some time to understand how to use them. now, if youve got the time and patience to let them run, i tell you they give you awesome results and i recommend you to give them a try. i see that you are still here, reading the
review. well, dont worry, jimmy isnt going anywhere and if you wanna know more about tonality masks panel, i dont think there is a better person to talk with than him. you are welcome to share what you learned with him on the forums and you will probably have a nice conversation and exchange ideas. i really thank jimmy for this
presentation and for all the time he invested in developing this panel. by "he" i refer to jimmy kwok of amazolens. he creates and presents practical photoshop tutorials in his youtube channel. during the past few years he also introduces powerful photoshop plugins. its amazing that such plugins can change the photoshop language.

learning these plugins really changed my photoshop usage. in fact, i don't think i have an assignment that jimmy can not handle. its just that when a new photoshop language comes out, i have to wait a little longer to get to play with it. 5ec8ef588b
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